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IN RESPONSE, PLEASE
UNITED STATES REFER TO: M911219A

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION A . I 45V'9,F/
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555

January 15, 1992 1,r4c

/

OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM FOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

THE RECORD

Samuel J. Chilk, Secre( '

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - PE )DIC BRIEFING WITH
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCEAR WASTE - 10:00 A.M.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1991, COMMISSION CONFERENCE
ROOM, ONE WHITE FLINT NORTH, ROCKVILLE, MD (OPEN
TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

The Commission* met with the ACNW to discuss:

1) The ACNW's December 2, 1991 responses to Commissioner
Rogers on the Staff's Capabilities in Performance
Assessment and Computer Modeling for HLW and LLW
Disposal Sites;

2) the status of the ACNW's effort on a Systems Approach
to Reviewing the Overall High-Level Waste Program; and

3) a report on geologic dating of Quaternary Volcanic
Features and Materials.

There were no staff requirements as a result of this meeting.

cc: The Chairman
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Curtiss
Commissioner Remick
Commissioner de Planque
OGC
EDO ..
OIG --
ACNK
CAA
PDR - Advance
DCD - Pl24

* Commissioner Curtiss was not present at the Commission
meeting.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

June 12, 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

The Chairman

James M. Taylor
Executive Director

for Oper-itions

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM JUNE 11, 1992, BRIEFING

As a result of the briefing you and Commissioner Curtiss received on

June 11, 1992, covering the status of the repository program at Yucca Mountain,

you asked seven questions. The staff response to those questions is provided

in the enclosure.

J mes M. 1or
xecutive Director
for Operations

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Commnssioner Rogers
%ofifissioner Curtiss
Commissioner Remick
Commissioner de Planque
SECY
OGC
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'Question 1. What are the release limits of the 
EPA High-Level Waste

Standards, 40 OR Part 191?

Answer 1.

For 10,000 years after disposal, 
there must be.

(a) less than one chance in ten that 
releases will'exceed EPA's table of

,release limits, and

(b) less than one chance in one thous'and 
that releases will exceed ten

times EPA's table,

If more than one radionuclide 
is released, a sum-of-the-fractionsb rule

is to be applied. For example, suppose that only.two 
radionuclides were

projected to be released, with the Am1241-release 
at 50% of its limit and

the Am-243 release at 60Z of its limit 
for a total of 1lO% of LPA's table.

Then the repository would fail to meet EPA'~s standards unless the

likelihood of those releases was less 
than one chance in-ten... The

release limits of EPA's standards 
arie listed below,-and a more extei~sive

table com aring those release 
limitshto the radionucld nventoryof a,

spent fuel repository is attached..
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Release Limit

Radionuclide per 1,000 MTHM

kmericium-241 or 243 
100

Carbon-14 
100

Cesium-135 or 137 
1,000

lodine-129 
100

Neptunium-237 
100

Plutonium-238, 239, 240 or 242 
100

Radium-226 
100

Strontium-90 
1,000

Technetium-99 10,000

Thorium-230 or 232 
10

Uranium-233, 234, 235, 236 or 238 100

Any other alpha-emitting nuclide 
100

Any other radionuclide 
1,000



Table Al - Repository Inventory
for 100,000 MTHM of

and Allowable Releases
Spent Fuel

Table Al

Repository,
Inventory at
1000 Yr. C1i

EPA
Release
Limit, CIAANucIide

Allowable
Release, X

Am-241
Am-243
C- 14
Cs-135
Cs-137
1-129
Hp-237
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-242
Ra-226***
Sr-90
Tc-99
Th-230**
Th-232
Sn-126
U-233***
U-234
U-235
U-238

9.2E7
1. 6E6
1. OES
2.2E4
1.0
3. BE3
1 0E5
9. 8E4
3 2E7
4.4E7
1 7ES
2.8E2
1. 5E-1
i.4E6
1 6E3
1. 3E3
5. 6E4
3. 3E2
1. 9ES
2. OE3
3.1E4

10, 000
10,000
10,000

100,000
100, 000
10,000

:10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

100,000
1,000 ,000

1,000
1,000

100,000
10,000
10 000
10,000
10,000

1. lE-2
6.3E-1

10
450

...

260
10
10
3. IE-2
2.3E-2
S.9

3600
....

71
63

... .

180
3000

. 3
:o500

32

4These inventory figures and, release limits are for 100,000
KTHM (3000 reictor-years) of spent nuclear fuel. The C14
inventory is frofi R. A. Van Konynenburg s presentation to
ACN, October 26, 1990. Other inventories are froi
Arthur D. Little, Inc., "Technical Support of Stahdards for
High-Level Radioactive Waste Management," EPA 520/4-79-007,
1971.

**The EPA standards require that a "sum-of-the-fractions" rule
be applied If more thin one radionuclide is released.
"Unlikely" releases are allowed to be 10 times larger than the
limits listed here.

"a*Inventory increases after 1000 years.
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Question 2. What does Part 60 require as subsystem performance objectives?

Answer 2.

(a) Containment of HLW within waste packages must be substantially

complete for 300-1,000 years, assuming anticipated processes and events.

(The exact time period is to be determined by the Cocmission considering

age and nature o.f waste, etc.)

(b) After the containment period, the release rate of each radionuclide

from the engineered barrier system is to be less than one part in 100,000

per year, again assuming anticipated processes and events.

(c) The pre-emplacement groundwater travel time from the disturbed zone

to the environment is to be at least 1,000 years.

(d) On a case-by-case basis, the Comission may approve some other

containment period, release rate, or travel time.

Available information indicates that the current performance objectives

are likely to be achievable without undue cost, except possibly for the

release rate of gaseous carbon-14 from the engineered barrier system.

However, perceived uncertainties about the meaning of terms associated

with "substantially complete containment and "pre-emplacement groundwater

travel time' may cause difficulties in implementation, and may require

revisions to the current performance objectives. The staff has projects

in place to evaluate these matters.



Question 3.

Could we propose a dose standard today to substitute for the EPA release

standard?

Answer 3.

Yes. A simple dose standard could be phrased: "Releases from the

repository by any reasonable pathway shall not cause any individual to

receive an effective dose equivalent exceeding X millirem in any year in

the future." Such a limit would protect any individual in the future from

significant individual risk from direct exposure. In fact, EPA is likely

to include a similar requirement for undisturbed performance (25 milliremn/yr

for 10,000 years) when its standards are reissued.

There might be two significant drawbacks to-the simple dose standard

suggested above. First, a "static biosphere" assumption would need to be

specified to avoid uncertainties about future locations and lifestyles of

humans. Second, this type of individual protection standard does not take

into account the potential for a distributed risk of very small exposures

to a large population. Typically, such risks are limited by requiring

that releases be "as low as reasonably achievable." However, application

of an ALARA provision in repository licensing is likely to be very

difficult.



Question 4. Does assured retrievability of waste packages for as long as

100 years offer any better approach to achieve a 1000-year

package requirement?

Answer 4.

The most reliable and zseful information for projecting waste package

performance is expected to be that obtained under controlled laboratory

test conditions. For example, the ability to conduct tests under a wide

range of physical, chemical and radiological conditions will be helpful in

developing extrapolation methods for projecting waste package performance

for times longer than those over which the tests were conducted.

Substituting in situ studies for laboratory tests is not likely to produce

data that would be any more reliable or useful. Collection of in situ

information, even if carried out for 100 years, would cover only 10-30

percent of the required waste package lifetime, so there would still be a

need to develop methods for extrapolation of observed performance. In

addition, it would be difficult and expensive to retrieve and sample a

statistically significant number of the 10,OO0 to 20,000 waste packages

expected for a repository.

To some extent, the retrievability and package lifetime criteria of

10 CFR Part 60 are linked. Part 60 requires that a performance

confirmation program be carried out before and during repository

operations (roughly 50 years). This program would provide information on



the actual performance of waste 
packages in the repository environment.

If that performance were significantly- 
different froom the performance

initially projected from laboratory 
data, the waste packages could 

be

retrieved and remedial measures 
taken. The ability to retrieve wastes 

is

important in allowing a relatively 
long-term performance conf irmati 

on

program to be carried out, Confirming 
projections based on short-~temi

laboratory data.

The staff does not anticipate 
that retrievability can or should 

be

maintained for periods longer 
than about 100 years. A fundamental

principle of repository development 
ha'sbeen non-reliAnce on long-term

institutional controls as a means 
to achieve safe waste disposal. 

For

this reason, periodic retrieval and inspection of waste packages 
would not

be appropriate.



Question 5. Is there an alternative to deal with the potential for carbon-

14 releases to exceed EPA's release limits?

Answer 5.

Several alternatives are available, all of which would be based on the

very small individual doses that could be caused by carbon-14 releases.

First, EPA could include an alternative dose standard such as: 'Releases

shall not exceed Table l unless it can be shown that individual doses will

not exceed a small fraction of individual safety limits (less than a few

mrem/yr EDE).' Second, EPA could restrict application of the Table 1

release limits to releases to groundwater or to the land surface. DOE

has suggested that EPA's existing NESHAP (Clean Air Act) standards for

airborne releases (10 mrem/yr) would be applied to gaseous releases from a

repository. Finally, EPA could revise the carbon-14 release limit (or

delete it), based on a recognition that there is no potential for

carbon-14 releases to cause any significant dose to any individual. The

staff considers that any of these alternatives would provide a workable

solution.



Question 6. What is the issue with radiolodine?

Answer 6.

The only radioisotope of iodine 
which persists in HLW is 1-129 

which has a

very long half-life, 15.7 million years. Iodine is expected to be

relatively soluble and mobile 
in a geologic environment. Therefore,

assessments of repository performance 
often show 1-129 to be one of 

the

first radionuclides to be released to the environment. 
Because of its

long half-life (and resulting 
low specific activity), 1-129 

poses virtually

no individual risk, but only the 
risk of collective dose from slight

exposures of large numbers of 
people over many of its long half-lives.

Some performance assessments 
for hypothetical repositories, 

including the

Swedish Project 90, have found 
1-129 to cause the largest individual

doses for a wide range of potential 
release scenarios. It is important

to note that the projected 1-129 
doses are quite small (nanorem/year),

and the reason 1-129 causes the 
largest doses is because most 

other

radionuclides are retained by 
the repository for a long enough time

to allow virtually complete radioactive 
decay. The dominance of 1-129 is

not an indication of its hazard, 
but of the ability of a repository 

to

provide essentially complete 
isolation of other radionuclides.



Question 7. What is the basis for the Linear 
Hypothesis?

Answer 7.

In the RRC's BRC Policy Statement, 
the linear hypothesis was defined 

as

follows:

"Linear, no-threshold hypothesis" 
refers to the theory that there 

is a

proportional relationship between 
a given dose of radiation and the

statistical probability of the occurrence of 
a health effect (such as

latent cancers and genetic effects), 
and that there is no dose level 

below

which there is no risk from exposure 
to radiation.

Additional information from the 
BRC Policy Statement is attached.
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APPENDIX-DOSE AND HEALTH EFFECTS ESTIMATION

1. Dose Estimation
In estimating the dose rates to members of the pub-

lic that might arise through various practices for which
exemptions are being considered, the Commission has
decided to apply the concept of the "total effective dose
equivalent. This concept. which is based on a comparison
of the delayed health effects of ionizing radiation expo-
sures. permits the calculation of the whole body dose
equivalent of pantal body and organ exposures through
use of weighting factcrs. TIhe concept was proposed by the
International Commission on Radiological Protection
(OCR?) in its Publication '6 issued in 1977. Since that
time, the concept has been reviewed. evaluated. and
adopted by radiation protection organizations throughout
she world and has gained wide acceptance. The total
effective dose equivalent" concept is incorporated in 'Ra-
diation Protection Guidance to Federal Agencies for Oc-
cupational Exposure-Recommendations Approved by
the President." that was signed by the President and pub-
lished in ihe Federal Register on January 27. 1987 (52 FR
2822). The Commision recognizes that, in considering
specific exemption proposals. the total effective dose
equivalent must be taken into account.

11. Estimating Health EfTects From Radiation
Exposure

A. Individuil Risks.
In the establishment of its radiation protection poli-

ties. the Commission has considered the three major
types ofstochastic (i.e., random) health effects that can be
caused by rclatively low doses of radiation, cancer, genetic
effects. and developmental anomalies in fetuses. The
N RC principally focuses on the risk of fatal cancer devel-
opment because (1) the mortality risk represents a more
severe outcome than the nonfatal cancer nsk, and (2) the
mortality risk is thought to be higher than the risk associ-
ated with genetic effects and developmental cffects on
fetuscs.2 However, even though radiation has been shown
to be carcinogenic. the development of a risk factor appli-
cable to continuing radiation exposures at levels equal to
natural backgrounda requires a significant extrapolation

2 Further discussion of them topics b ptf ded in 'Sources.,flects
and Risks of lonmzing RAdoation." United Nalions Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radialion (UNSCEAR).
1988 kepbrn so the General Asxmbly wih Annexes.

3 Natunl background radiation can vary '.iwh lime and location. In
Washington. D.C.. natural background :adatlion (excluding ra*
donli eiuts mn dindmv dl ds ofoabout 90 imrtm tp yer D1.9
mSvywr i.hilc in Denct Colorado. the atue us abouul 6O inern
per year (1.6 mSvlr In both cases. nasurally occumng radioac-
tive mate nal in she human body contributes appreramately 40
mren Der year. Radiation from inhuafaioet of the daughter prnd.
ucit of adon toinbutes an averape additional dose of 200
mlern Ie I year I2 imSV vr) to metrnie of the U.S population
* NCRP Repon No 93. 'lonuin; Radiation Eaposuic of the
Populaoion of the United Stales ^

from the observed effects at much higher doses and dose
rates.' This results in significant uncertainty in risk esti-
mates as reflected by the views of experts in the field. For

xaumple, the Committee on the Biological Effects of
Ionizing Radiation (BEIR M)of the National Academyof
Science cautioned that the risk values arc %...based on
incomplete data and involve a large degree of uncertainty
especially in the low dose region.' This Committee also
stated that it ...does not know whether dose rates of
gamma or x-rays (low LET; low linear energy transfer
radiation) of about 100 mrads/year (1 mGylyear) are det-
rimental to man." More recently. the BEIR V Committee
of the National Academy of Science/National Research
Council stated that it Orecognizes that its risk estimates
become more uncertain when applied to very low doses.
Departures from a linear model at low doses. however.
could either increase or decrease the lesrimation ofn risk
per unit dose." The Commission understands that the
Committees' statements reflect the uncertainties in-
volved in estimating the risksof radiation exposure and do
not imply either the absence or presence of detrimental
effects at such low dose levels.

Thc United Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) stated in their
1988 Report to the General Assembly that ...therc was a
need for a reduction factor to modify the risks (derived at
high doses and dose rates)...for low doses and dose
rates....IAln appropiatc range (for this f:cctor) to he ap-
plied to otal risk for low dose and dose rate should be
betuten 2 and IO.' This factor would lead to a risk coeffi-
cient value between ?x 10 t and 3.Sx 10" per rad (7x I0 O
and 3.5 x 10' per Gy) based on an UNSC '' R risk coei-
cient of 7.1 x 10" per rad (7.1x 10- per gray) for 100 rad
(I gray) organ absorbed doses at high dose rates. The
report also stated. "The product of the risk coefficient
appropriate for individual risk and the relevant collective
dose will give the expected number of cancerdeaths in the
exposed population. provided that the collective dose is at
least of the order of 100 person-Sv (109000 person-rem).
11 the collective dose is only a few person-Sv (a few hun-
dred person-rem), the most likely outcome is zero
dcaths."

In December 1989. the BEIR V Committee pub.
fished a report entitled "Health Effects of Exposure to
Low LCvels of Ionizing Radiation." which contained risk
estmnates that arc, in general, similar to the findings of

' The health effects clearly attributable to radiation have occurred
pnncipaliy among catty radiaton workers, survivon of the
atomic bomb expicaions at Ilirosnimr and Nagasaki, individuals
cxod fot mcdial purposes. and laboratory animals. Nawurnt
ba ckgound radiation Causes an annual dose that is at least two
orden of magnitude less than the dose received by human popu-
larions from which the Cancer isks arc de.rwed, Etpcnmcnss a
the cellular level. howtvet. provide similar idicaiond of biolo
tAl effect at lou doses.

13



BRC Policy Statement

the 19S8 UNNSCEAR repon. The BEIR V repon's esti-
mate of lifetime excess nsk of death from cancer follow-
ing an acute dose of 10 rem (0.1 Sv)of low-LET radiation
was 8x 10'. Taking into account a dose rate effectiveness
factor for doses occurring over an extended period of
time. the risk coefficient is on the order of 5 x 10" per
rem. consistent with the upper level of nsk estimated by
UNSCEAR.

In view of fts type of information. the NRC. the
Environmental Protection Agency, and other national
and international radiation protection authorities have
established raduation protection standards defining rec-
ommended dose limits for radiation workers and individ-
ual members of the public. As a matter of regulatory
prudence. all these bodies have derived the value pre-
sumed to apply at lower doses and dose rates associated

-with the radiation protection standards b) a linear ex-
trapolation from values derived at higher doses and dose
rates. This model is frequently referred to as the linear.
no-thresholO hypothesis. in which the risk factor at low
doses reflects the straight-line (linear) dose-effect rela-
tionship at much higher doses and dose rates. In this
respect. the BEIR V repon notes that 'in spite of evi-
dence that the molecular lesions which give rise to so-
matic and genetic damage can be repuared to a consider.
able degree. the new data do not contradict the hypothe.
sits. at least with respect to cancer induction and heredi-
tary genetic effects. that the frequency of such effects
increases with low-level radiation as a linear, non-thresh-
old function of the dose.'

The Commission. in the development of the BRC
policy, is faced with the issue of how to characterize the
individual and population nsks associated with low doses
and dose rates. Although the uncertainties are large, use-
ful perspective on the bounding risk associated with very
low levels of radiation can be provided by the linear.
no-threshold hypothesis. Consequently. such risk esti-
mates havc been a primary factor in establishing individ-
ual and collective dose critena associated uith this policy.
The estinations of the low risk from potentially exempted
practices can be compared to the relatively higher potein-
tilt nsks assocated with other activities or decisions over
which the NRC has rcgulatory responsibility. Through
such comparisons. the Commission can ensure that its
radiation protection resources and those of its licensees
are expended in an optimal manner to accomplish its
public health and safcty mission.

In this context. the risk to an individual as calculated
using the linear. no- thrcshold hypothcsis is shown in Ta-
ble I for various deMined kv cls of annual individual dose.
The values in the hypothetical lifetime risk column are

based on the further assumption that the annual dose is
continuously received during each year of a 70-year life-
tune. To provide further perspective. a radiation dose of
10 mrnem per year (0.1 mSv per year) received continu-
ously over a lifetime corresponds to a hypothetical in-
crease of about 0.25% in an individual's lifetime risk of
cancer death. Ten millirem per year (0. mSv per year) is
also a dose rate that is a small fraction of naturally occur-
ring background radiation and comparable to the tempo-
ral variations in natural background radiation duc to fluc-
tuations that occur at any specific location.

The Commission prefers to use factors of ten to
describe such low individual doses because of the large
uncertainties associated with the dose estimates. Use of
values such as 0.7 or 12 imputes a significance and sense
of ceruinty that is not justified considering the levels of
uncertainty in the dose and risk estimates at these low
levels. Thus. order of magnitude values such as I and 10
arc preferable to avoid providing analysts and the public
%ith a sense of cetnainty and significance that is not com-
mensuratc with the actual precision and certainty of the
estimates.

B. Collective or Population Risk

In the application of the fundamental principles of
radiation protection, collective dose provides a useful way
to express the radiological impact (i.e., potential oetn-
ments) of a practice on the health of the exposed popula-
tion. Because of the stochastic nature of risk. analysis of
cxposurcs of large groups of people to very small doses
may result in calculated health effects in the population at
large Collective dose is the sum of the individual total
effective dose equivalents resulting from a practice or
source of radiation exposure. It is used in comparative
cost-benefit and othe: quantitative analytical techniques
and, therefore, is an unportant factor to consider in bal-
ancing benefits and socictal detriments in applying the
ALARA principle. For purposes of this policy, individual
total effective dose equivalents less than 0.1 imrtm per
year (0.001 mSv per year) do not need to be considered in
the estimation of collective doses. The Commission be-
lieves consideration of individual doses below 0.1 Imrem
per year imputes a sense of significance and cenainty of
their magnitude that is not justified considering she inher.
ent uncertainties in dose and risk estimates associated
with potentially exempted practices. 1The Commission
also ndles that doses in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 mrtem per
year correspond approximately to lifetime risks on the
order cf one in a million. The NRC has used collective
dose, including rationales for its truncation. in a number
of rulemaking decisions and in resolving a variety of ge-
neric safety issues.

14
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Table I

Hypothetical
I nem:tental Hnxithelcal LLfetimne Risk

Jncrtmental Annual Dose Annual Risk' Froi Conllnuing Annual Dose**

100 mrem (1.0 mSv) S x 10- 3.S x 10-
10 mrean (0.1 MSV) 5 x 104 3.5s 1004
t mrem (0.01 mSv) 5s 10- 3.5 1to0

0.1 mram (0.001 OSv) S x 10, 3S x 104

* The expression of dose refers to the Total Effective Dose Equivalent, This term is the sum of the deep (whole
bodyl dose equivalent for sources cxternal to the body and the committed cffcctive 1whole body) dose equivalent
for sources internal to the body.
*Rsk coefficient ot S x 10"' per rem (S X 10- per Sv) for low linear ener transfer radiation has been conserva.
tively based on the results reponed in UNSCEAR 1988 (Footnote 2) and BEIR V (see also NUREG/CR-4214,
Rev. 1).

W!. Dose and Risk Estimation
The Commission recognizes that it is frequently not

possible to measure risk to individuals or populations
directly and. inrmost situations, it is impractical to meas-
ure annual doses to individuals at the low levels associ-
afed with potential exemption decisions. Typically,
radionuclide concentrations or-radiation dose rates can
only be measured before the radioactive material is re-
leased from regulatory control. Estimates of doses to
members of the public from the types of practices that the

Commission would consider exempting from regulatory
control must be based on input of these measurements
into exposure pathwy models. using assumptions related
to the ways in which people might become cxposed. These
assumptions incorporate sufficient conservatism to ac.
count for uncersintnies so that any actual doses would be
cxpected to be lower than the calculated doses. The Corn.
mission believes that this is an appropriate approach to be
taken when determining if an exemption from some or all
regulatory controls is warmaned.



Department of Energy A s 0
Washington. DC 20585 > 5, |

October 6, 1992

The Honorable James R. Curtiss
Commissioner
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Commissioner Curtiss:

During the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's meeting of June 24,
1992, you directed to me certain questions involving the
Department's legal obligations under the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act, and suggested that some of the Department's correspondence
involving these issues had not enunciated consistent positions..

You first inquired whether the Department would be legally
obligated either under the Act or under the Standard Contract to
accept spent nuclear fuel in 1998 even if a Monitored Retrievable
Storage facility were not ready to receive it at that time.

As was stated in a February 7, 1991, letter from the Department's
General Counsel to the General Accounting Office, the
Department's obligation to t3gir. accepting spent nuclear fuel in
1998 arises "following commencement of facility operations.".
Neither the statute as a whole nor the Standard Contract purports
to obligate the Department to begin accepting spent nuclear fuel
in the absence of an operating facility at which.the spent fuel
can be either stored or disposed of in the fashion contemplated
by the Act. I am enclosing for your information a copy of the
February 7, 1991, letter from the Department's General Counsel
which addresses this and several.other related legal questions
bearing or. this program.

All of the Department's recent correspondence is entirely
consistent on this point. My letter of February 14, 1992, to
Commissioner Sands indicated that neither the Act nor the
Standard Contract imposes an unconditional obligation to accept
spent nuclear fuel by January 31, 1998. This point is entirely
consistent with the Secretary's letter of May 27, 1992, to
Mr. Keesler, which emphasized the Department's policy commitment
to meet the program schedule which.calls for a Monitored.:
Retrievable Storage facility to be operating by 1998.; The
Secretary's letter of May 29, 1992, to Mr. Howard concerned
storage of spont nuclear fuel at a utility site, and again
emphasized the Importance the Department attaches to meeting all
of its responsibilities under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

-- :
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Finally, there is nothing inconsistent with the Department's
descriptions of its legal obligation .to accept spent fuel and the
points made by former Secretary Hodel in his letter of
February 7, 1984, to which you directed my attention during the
June 24, Commission meeting. In sum, this letter stated that the
Standard Contract, together with the "overall thrust" of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, created an obligation of the Department
"to accept spent fuel in 1998 whether or not a repository In in
operation." Although the Nuclear Waste Policy Act itself
explicitly required the Department to commit to accept spent
nuclear fuel 'only "following commencement of operation of a
repository" the Standard Contract established a less confining
condition to the legal obligation to begin accepting spent fuel.
It did so by paraphrasing the statutory condition such that it
describes the obligation to begin accepting spent nuclebr fuel as
arising "after commencement of facility operations," and
elsewhere by defining the term "facility" as including not only a
repository but also "such other facility(ies) to which spent
nuclear fuel...may be shipped by DOE prior to its
transportation to a disposal facility." This definition includes
a Monitored Retrievable Storage facility-constructed and licensed
under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Thus under the Standard
Contract, as was stated by then-Secretary Hodel, once a Monitored
Retrievable Storage facility in available, the Department will be
obligated to begin accepting opent fuel "whether or not a
repository is in operation."

Finally I want to emphasize that at no time during my appearance
before the Commission oh June 24, 1992, did I intend to convey
any doubt of the consistency of positions adopted by the
Department on these questions. Any hesitancy that ? may have
exhibited about speaking extemporaneously to some of the legal
points that can be raised by this intricate statute should not be
misinterpreted as implying any view on my part that the
Department has been at all inconsistent in Its carefully studied
approach to these issues.

I hope this Information will be helpful to you and the
Commission.

n W. Bartlett, Director
ffice of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

Enclosure



Department of Energy
Washinglon, DC 20505

FEB ? 1991

Martin a. Fitzgerald, Eaq.
Spacial Asulutant to the Genora21 Counnal
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fitzgerald:

this responds 'to your letter of September 20, 1990, in which you
raise a number of issues concerning the ob ligation of the
Department of En~xgy (DOE) to accept and dispose of high-level
radioactive waste (HLW) and spent nuclear fuel (SNF) pursuant to
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended (NWPA).

The answers to some of your questions are interrelated. In order
to avoid any redundancy or even confusion, I thought it would be
useful to set f;rth the applicable statutory regime from which
the particular obligations arise. Then, I think, the cnswturs
wlll follow logically cnd c.-n be dealt with in an abbroviAted
menner.

Disjsal Authority

The authority for delivery, accaptancd, and taking title to liLW
' and SNF is provrided In sectionsl1lt(a), 123 and 302(a) of the
V1'WPA. Section 111(a) of the NIWPA acknowledges the Federal
Government's responsibility to provide for the permanent disposal
of HLW and SNF in order to protect the public health and safety
and the environment. The generators and owners of the waste
materials, however. have the primary responsibility to provide
for, and pay the costs of, the interim storage of HLW and SNF
until such materials are accepted by the DOE. See section
l11(a)(5) of the NWPA.

Section 123 of the NWPA provides that delivery, and acceptance by
the Secretary, of HLW or SNF for a repository constitutes a
transfer of title to the Secretary of such ULW or SNF. A
repository is defined in the NWPA as a fystemm licensed by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the permanent deep geologic
disposal of JJLW and SNF{, whethtr or not such system is danignad
to pbrmit. tha recovery, for A limited period during initiaL
operation, of any mAtarihls placed in such system. See section
2.(18) .

Section 302(a) of the NWPA authorizes the Secretary to enter into
contracts with the generators and ow~Trs of HLW or SNF of
domestic origin for tho aoccptanco of title, subsequent
transportation, and disposal of sutch HLW or SNF.'
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Section 302(a) providrau furthor that:

Contructa anterw.d into uzudar thin svactOln ahall providn

(A) following corn nencemont of operation of a
repository, the Secretary shall take title to the high-level
radioactive waste or spent nuclear fuel involved as
expeditiously Ais practicable upon the request of the
generator or owner of such weate or spent fuel; and

(B) in return for the payment of fees estab:liihad by
this sectiofi, the Secretaxy, baginning not later than
January 31, 1998, will dispose of the high-level radioactive
waste or spent nuclear fuel involved es provided in thia
subtitle.

Storage Authority

Section 142 of the NWPA authorizes the DOE to accept HLW and SNF
for temporary storage at a monitored retrievable storage (MRS)
facility before fulfilling its obligation to provide for the
di.upoual. of such materials, subject to certain limitations
speci£fed in sections 141, 145 and 146 of the NWPA.

DOE therefore has provided in the Standard Contract for Disposal
of Spent Nuclear Fuel and/or High Level Radioactive Waste (tha
Standard Contract) that it will take title to the materials
"after commnnceamant of f cilivy operations...." 10 C.F.R.
§961.1;, Article 1I. The Standard Contract defines a DEo
facility to include not only a disposal focility, i.e. a
repository, but "such other facility(ies) to which spent nuclear
fuel and/or high-level radioactive waste may be shipped by DOE
prior to its transportation to a disposal facility," e a an MRS
facility.

Question 1:

Can DOE take title to high-level radioactive waste ir spent
nuclear fuel rio-mprivato utilities prior to the commencenent of
operAtion of a ropisitory? If nbo, what is VVE'b legal authority
for taking titlAl7

Answer:

Under the Standard Contract, DOE can take title to HLW or SNF
from private utilitiet prior to commencement of repository
operations if an MRS facility hu3 commonccd operations.
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Quest.on 2:

What is DOE's legal obligation to "dispose" of high-level waste
or spent nuclear fueal trom the utilities? Under either the Act
or its contracts, is DOE required t6 accept such waste begirning
in 1998?

Answer:

As set forth above, under the NWPA, DOE is obligated to dispose
of HLW or SNF from the utilities, beginning in 1998, following
commencement of repository operations. Under the Standard
Contract, DOE is obligated to accept waste, beginning in 1998,
following commencement of facility operations.

Question 3(a):

What is the relationship of 'the statutory definition of
diaposel" contained in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act to the

Department's duty under (a ) the Act and (b) the contracts, to
"dispose" of utililties' high-level radioactive waste or spent
nuclear fuel?

Answer:

Neither the NWPA nor the Standard Contract defines "dispose."
Section 111(a) of the NWPA acknowledges the Federal Government's
responsibility "to provide for the permanent disposal of high-
level radioactive waste and such spent nuclear fuel as may be
disposed of in order to protect the- publisc health and safety and
the environment.... . In both the NWPA and the Standard Contract,
'disposal' refers to the emplacement in a repository of HLW or
SNF with no foreseeable intent of recovery, whether or not such
emplacement permits recovery of the materials. Under 302(a) of
the NWPA and Article IV of the Standard Contract, DOE has the
responsibility to "dispose" of these materials in accordance with
the NWPA and the Standard Contract. Thus, DOE believes that its
obligation to 'disposeT is the ob.igation to emplace in a
repository. As described in 3(b), below, DOE can undertake
temporary waste storage at an MRS.

Question 3(b):

Does either the statutory or contractual requirement to 'dispose"
of waste include temporary storage at an MRS?

Answer:

Neither the statutory nor the contractual "disposal" requirement
includes temporary storage at an MRS. However, under the NWPA
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and the Standard Contract, DOE can accept the moterials for
temporary storage at an MR facility before fulfilling its
obligation to provide for their "disposal."

Quetionz_ -':t

If so, what is the Department's legal authority for providing
temporary storage?

Annwer:

SnCtion 142 of tho NWPA authorizCn DOE to cita, contvruct, and
oporato an MM, subject to theo limitotjong gipecified .T uectiona
141, 145 and 148 of the NWPA.

Question 3(d):

What is the difference between "storage" and 'pre-disposel
packaging?"

Annwor :

.The Act defines "storoge" as the retention of HLW, SNF, or
transuranic waste with the intent to recover such waste or fuel
for subsequent use, processing, or disposal. The term "pre- -
disposal packaging" is not defined in either the statute or the

Sttndard Contract and may be subject to va.ying interpretations.
However, in previous public t&~temuntu DOE has used "pre-disposal
packaging" to refer to a potential use thAt could be msde of an
MRS: to prepare and package high-level redicective waste and
spent nuclear fuel for disposal, prior to transportation to thL.
repository for emplacwne.nt.

Question 4:

If naither the repousitory nor an MRS facility ic in operation by
1990, how will DOE bW able to Meet Itt. stntutory und controat~ual
obligations to the utiilities? If DOE Lu unable to accept waste
by 1998, does the contract provision dealing with delays become
operative? How does the Departmnent expect that these provisions
wiill be implementfed?

Answer:

As previously noted, the obligation by tOE to accept the
materials in 1998 arises "following coUunencement of facility

operations." However, DOE anticipates that acceptance of the
materials at an 14RS facility can begin in 1998, in accordance
with the Secretary of Energy's initiatives detailed in the



Novetmber 1989 Report. to Congress on 1Reassessment of the Civilian
Radioactive Waste Manargement P-rogrami. In any event, it would be
appropriate to consider the effect of such contract provisions
only after all the facts and circumstances are known. Therefore,
the Department has not considered what actions it may pursue or
whether the contract provision dealing with delays may become
operative if no facility is avsilable.

Question 5:

Do-s the Department pLan to amend the contracts to modify the
date for acceptance of whste? Would such an amendment raquito A
legislative chn!nge to tha Nuc:luar Whato Policy Act?

Answer:

DOE: doe.s not plnn to amend the Stwidavd Contract because, as
stated above, DOE anticipatea that acceptance of the materials
wIll begin at an MRS f.acility in 1998.

I trusL tahut thcsve conuntus arc rmsgphnvive to your ±niquLry.

Sin92erCly,

CeinorAl Couzl~to1
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The DeOetary of Eftrgy
Washnon, DO 2QM5

May 29, 1992

Mr. James J. Howard
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
NorthQrn States Power Company
414- Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401-1993

Dear Mr. Howard:

Thank you for your letter of April 15, 1992, concerning an
Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) recommendation that the Minnesota
State Public Utilities Commission (PUC) deny or defer to the State
legislature Northern States Power Company (NSP) request to build a
dry cask storage facility for spent nuclear fuel. The Department
is very concerned that this ALJ decision, if adopted by the PUC,
could force NSP to derate and possibly even shut down a safe,
reliable, and economical nuclear power plant.

We fundamentally disagree with the conclusions reached b the AW
with respect to whether the Dipartment will succeed In siting and
developing a permanent nuclear waste repository. I recognize that
there are those who question the Department's ability to develop a
monitored retrievable storage (MfRS) facility and a permanent waste
repository in a timely manner. Let me make very clear, however,
that the Department is committed to fulfill the mandates imposed
by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

Recer' developments suggest that, contre-y to the ALJ's decision,
the Department Will develop a permanent nuclear waste repository
in a timely fashion. First, the schedule delays caused'by
litigation with the State of Nevada are largely behind us. Nevada
has now Issued the three permits that were the subject of
litigation. We began new Yucca Mountain site characterization
work last year and are making good progress. Second, we have
accomplished s pe:ific milestones in Our site suitability
evaluation. Those Include completion of & baseline plan for the
characterization work, completion of an interim evaluation of site
suitability, and redesign of the undergroi'tjd Exploratory Studies
Facility. Further, a panel of the National Academy of Sciences
has provided a compelling basis for favorable resolution of one of
the key-site suitability issues.

I am also heartened by the action taken by the House of
Representatives on May 21, 1992, to include in H.R. 776 authority
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.to enable us to proceed with further site studies at Yucca
Mountain without procedural delays by Nevada. This clearly.
demonstrates Congreisional resolve not to permit spent nuclear
fuel to permanently remain at reactor sites.

Our current schedule calls for having an MRS faci1lity operating by
1998. The permanent repository will commence operation within
6 years of completion of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission reviews
of the repository license application. We expect to start
accepting spent fuel at the repository in 2010.

The MRS schedule assumes that the Nuclear Waste Negotiator will
begin development of a negotiated agreement with the candidate MRS
host in the first half of 1993. Because this is 'a voluntary
process being carried out with a number of parties, it is not
possible to establish a more precise date at this time. However,
the Negotiator has identified a number of Jurisdictions that are
candidates for future negotiations leading to hosting an MRS
facility. Applications for 20 Phase I grants have been received
from jurisdictions interested in investigating the feasibility of
hosting an MRS facility. The first part of a Phase II grant was
recently awarded to a potential host jurisdiction to study siting
an MRS within its jurisdiction in greater detail. We anticipate
additional Phase II applications and grant awards.

This effort is necessary prior to formal negotiations between the
potential host and the Ncqotiator over the siting of an MRS. Once
the Negotiator finalizes an agreement with a potential host, and
the proposed agreement is enacted into law by Congress,
construction of an MRS could proceed promptly.

To meet our schedules, we have established specific Interim
milestones to impose discipline and accountability. Top-level
milestones are listed on the enclosure to this letter. SeVeral
occur during the next 2 to 3 years and will provide a means for
readily measuring our progress. As part of this measurement
process, we are continually assessing the MRS and repository
programs to ensure that we are taking whatever action is necessary
to meet our goals. The results of our latest assessment will be
submitted as part of the fiscal year 1994 budget to be presented
to the Congress in January 1993-

In sum, the Department has sound, Integrated program plans that
should enable us to begin spent fuel receipt it an MRS facility in
1998 and to begin accepting spent fuel at the repository in 2010.
However, should it become clear that our currently-planned actions
and progress towards the milestones listed in the-enclosure will
not ensure that the Department can accept spent nuclear fuel by
1998, we will take whatever actions are necessary and in
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accordance with the law to niatt our obligations under the Nuclear
Waiste Policy Act. Further, we would seek additional legislative
authority if appropriate.

Under the Department's 10 CFR Part 961 regulations, the Department
and NSP have a contract which commits the Department to accept
title to, transport, and dispose of the spent fuel from Prairie
Island. From our review of the shipment schedule for Prairie
Island, combined with our conhiitmoent to accept spent nuclear fuel
in 1998, we conclude that the spent fuel proposed to be stored in
dry cask storage at Prairie Island will be shipped to an .RS
factlity within the 25-year time limit envisioned by the ALJ's
recomnmndat Ion.

1 recognize that resolution of the waste disposal problem is
critical to NSP and to the entire nuclear industry. It is a

roblem, therefore which must have a satisfactory conclusion.
the Department will continue to work to ensure that an MRS
facility and a permanent repository are constructed expeditiously.

If the Department can provide more details for your use with the
Mirinnsota PUC, we would be pleased to do so.

Si ncerely,

Jamos D. Watkins
Admiral, USN (Aetired)

Enclosure

cc:
The Honorable Krista Sanda
Commissioner of the Minnesota

Oepartment of Public Service
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Enclosure

A LAMRS- Pr~r&m ljongs

Complete Environmental Assessment of Potential Sites

Submit Siting Recommendation to Congress

Congress Complete Review of
Siting Decision

Complete Desl n in Support of
Safety Analysis Report

Issue Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS)

Submit License Application

Start Construction of MRS Facility

First Production of Transport Casks

Start Receipt of Spent Fuel at MRS

KLy Yucca Mountain Miles>Qotj

Start Exploratory Studies Facility
(ESF) Collar/portal Construction

Start ESF In-situ Test Phase

Start Repository License Application
Design

Issue Repository [IS Notice of Intent

Start EIS Preparation

Site Recommendation to the President

Submit License Application to NRC

HRC Complete Licensing Reviews

Start Repository Construction

Start Accepting Spent Fuel at a Repository

June 1993

June 1993

September 1993

September 1994

August 1995

September 1995

September 1996

January 1997

January 1998

November 1993

September 1995

June 1996

May 1997

February 1998

April 2001

October 2001

0ctobor 2004

December 2004

January 2010
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The Sacretary of Energy
Wuhington, DC 2OUS

May 27, 1992

Mr. Allen J. Koesler, Jr.
Chafrnman, American Committee

on RadwasLe Disposal
Florida Power Corporation
P.O. Box 14042
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733

Dear Mr. Keoslvr:

Think you for ynur letot r of April 13, 1992, on behalf of the
American Committee on Raawaste Disposal (ACORD), urging the
Department of Energy (DOE) to review its position on DOE
obligation to begin receipt of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) on
January 31. 1998.

The fluclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) states that Congressional
policy Is to provide for the disposal of SNF in the near term,
rather thin leaving that problem to future generatlons. Congress
viowed the disposal of SNF as a national problem and charged the
DOE with responsibility for developing and implementing a Federal
nuclear waste management system.

I take that responsibility most seriously. The DOE schedule to
develop j nocleAr waste mAMnaemont IyAlL0li, which Wit *Ithblishaud
In mT Novom,,vr I'09 "lRoort ?o Congrosm nn Heassoismont of the
Clviilan Radioactive WAste Management Program." Is to begin SNF
acceptance from reactors in 1998 for storage in a Monitored
2etrievable Storage (MRS) facility and to begin accepting spent
fuel at a repository in 2010.

We have confidence Lhat we will be Ble to meet our schedule
despite the uncertainties Inherent in a program of this magnitude.
As you note In your letter, we have made significant progress over
tho last severfl mnnths in tha MRS progrdm.

The effortt of the Nuclear Wastt Negotiator hWvQ beon rewarded by
20 roquoits for Phdse I grants from Jurisdictions interested In
exploring the feasibility of hosting An MRS facility. Several of
these applicants have strong prospects to enter into negotiated
agreements. Based on this progress, the Negotiator expects that
one or more MRS facility hosts can be ldent.ifiedJ by early next
year, This would endble us to begin spent fuul receipt in 1998.
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If. wQvitrary to our current expectat;uas, we are not able to begin
spent fuel receipt at an MRS facility by January 31, 1998, the
Department has determined that it is not legally obligated to
accept SNF. We understand ACORD desire for certainty regarding
the management of SNF, but nothing in the NWPA, or in the
implementing contracts. requires DOE to take spent fuel if,
despite our best efforts, we have no operating MRS facility in
which to put it.

However, should it become clear to me that our currently-planned
.ctions will not ensure that the Department can accept SNF by
li98, we will take whatever actions are necessary and in
acLordance with the law to meet our obligations under the Nuclear
Was;e Policy Act. Further, we would seek additional legislative
authority if appropriate.

In sumiary, the DOE remains firmly committed to living up to our
responsibilities under the NWPA, including our programmatic
schedul. goals, We are making good progress toward that end and
welcome ACORD interest and support.

Sincerely.

L v. ?Q
James 0. Watkins
Admiral, U.S. Navy (Retired)


